Matching
Match each description with the name of the character. Write the letter of the name in the blank next to the description. Use each name only once; not every name will be used.

____ 1. Casts a spell so that it is always winter in Narnia. 
   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

____ 2. Sensible and gentle young lady who acts like a mother.
   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

____ 3. Kind and brave girl who is the first to enter Narnia.
   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

____ 4. Takes the Pevensie children into his home.
   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

____ 7. Faun who decides to let his captive go, although he will be punished.
   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

____ 8. Greedy & selfish boy who betrays his siblings.
   A. Aslan
   B. Edmund
   C. Father Christmas
   D. Lucy
   E. Mr. Beaver
   F. Mrs. Beaver
   G. Peter
   H. Professor Kirke
   I. Susan
   J. White Witch

True/False
Indicate whether each statement is true or false. Write either a “T” for True or an “F” for False in the blank next to the number.

   T

____ 2. Father Christmas gives Edmund a sword for Christmas.
   F

____ 3. Aslan knights Peter after he slays his first wolf.
   T

____ 4. The Deep Magic says every traitor belongs to the White Witch.
   T

____ 5. Mr. Tumnus remains a stone statue forever.
   T

____ 6. Edmund tells Peter and Susan Narnia is real right after his first Visit.
   F
Fill in the Blank
Answer the following questions by writing the correct term in the blanks provided.
(3 points each)

1. A/an ____________________ is a fictional story in which characters, ideas, and events represent themselves and something else.
2. A technique that gives the reader hints about what will happen in the story is called ____________________.
3. The narrator tells the story from a ____________________ perspective.
4. Giving human attributes or feelings to an animal, object or idea is called ____________________.
5. A ____________________ is a word, place, character, or object that stands for something else.

Multiple Choice
Circle the correct answer. (3 points each)

1. The story of *The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe* occurs during which historical period?
   - A. World War I
   - B. World War II
   - C. The Great Depression
   - D. The Civil War

2. The primary conflict in this book is between which two characters?
   - A. Edmund and Lucy
   - B. Tumnus and Lucy
   - C. Aslan and Susan
   - D. Aslan and the White Witch

3. What is the first sign that the White Witch’s power is breaking?
   - A. The coming of spring
   - B. The children entering Narnia
   - C. Father Christmas bringing gifts
   - D. Aslan’s return to Narnia

4. Edmund first starts to realize that he shouldn’t have sided with the White Witch when
   - A. Mr. & Mrs. Beaver tell the children about Aslan
   - B. The White Witch treats him badly
   - C. The White Witch turns animals to stone in front of him
   - D. Lucy tells him what Tumnus said about the White Witch
5. What clever thing does Edmund do that gives Aslan’s army a chance in the battle?
   A. Break the Witch’s wand
   B. Steal the Witch’s wand
   C. Directly attack the Witch
   D. Use stone statues against the Witch

Short Answer
Answer the following questions in 1-2 complete sentences.

1. Why does the White Witch want to capture the Sons of Adam and Daughters of Eve?

2. What effect does the Turkish Delight have on Edmund?

3. How does Aslan save Edmund from the requirements of the Deep Magic?

4. What are the rules of the Deeper Magic from before the dawn of time?

5. How do the Kings and Queens of Narnia make it back into the wardrobe?

Essay
Write your answers to the following questions on a separate sheet of paper. Use complete sentences and paragraph form. Limit your answers to no more than half a page.

1. How does the long, enchanted winter affect the Narnians’ mood and morale? List three aspects of that winter and how those aspects effected their mood.

2. Mr. Beaver tells the children that Aslan is a good lion, but not a safe lion. Later, Susan and Lucy romp and play with him. How do these two parts of Aslan’s character help reflect the character of Jesus, whom he represents?